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Theodore von K!:lrmim (left) and Clark B. Millikan in the Guyqenheim Laburatury, about
1934.
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Ul',i'-','-'H'I.·HU Aeronautics
at the California Institute of
from its
in the late
1920s until 1942.
short span of years, GALCIT
achieved an international
as a research center and
in fluid mechanics. The world's most
fluid mechanicists were attracted to it as short- and
visitors,
and communications almost dominated the literature of
its students went out to become
L " ' ! J l d " " of
in many countries. The influence of
GALCIT was remarkable.
It is not
exercise to reminisce about those "Karman
to
to discover
of the
elements
led to the success of that rather small institution
the
of Karman's involvement.
Fluid mechanics
Cal tech did not
Karman's
course nor, III
did the Institute's activities in aeronautics. The
mathematician and
was
Professor of Aeronautical Research
the
of
even before that institution became the
Albert A.

construction of an "N.P
Professor Bateman was
courses
wind-tunnel
$01.00
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attracted the attention of an able and enthusiastic
Clark B.
of Yale
p v t ' n l r l O young field of
research on viscous-flow
under Bateman's
worked
the wind tunnel with
learned to
Merrill had novel ideas
his U,","l/",H"
air-minded
needed much assistance
of structure and controls and enlisted the
Caltech
Arthur L. Klein. An
a natural talent for
translated Merrill's ideas into hardware.
itself had little
on
and
Klein--had been drawn
at a most
for the Daniel
Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics had been founded
and was
team convinced Clark Millikan's
UF"'i,,LHH,'HH

display at
today is Millikan's letter to Harry F. Guggenheim, mentioning
Karman, Ludwig Prandtl, and Geoffrey 1. Taylor as possible choices for the directorship
of
naming Karman as the Institute's first choice.
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From the start, GAL CIT was conceived as a small
no more than five
members. The
classroom.
GALCIT
its active existence in 1928. In October
Kannan
to become its
consulted with the
Caltech
about their wind tunnel. In December
he moved
Pasadena with his mother and sister. He continued to hold the uv"nlVH
of Director in Aachen and divided his time between the two institutions
until
when he
the Aachen
It is clear that
to the new institution two characThe first of these
research and
natural carry-over
in Prandtl's institute in
but not, in the
a common characteristic of American
was
; this seems to have been an
of old-world
Director
inherent trait
it was well received and
t",AQ'nh,~rp and the
of the Director's American
We recall that there was some
the
a Herr Professor
turn out to be a stern and formal taskmaster. At
young staff members to worry a still younger
of "Teutonic" strictness to be
with. To say that
did not materialize is an understatement.
feature of GALCIT's program from the
of
Research Conference. was held withchaired
Karman when he was in Pasadena and
Clark Millikan otherwise. The name "Research Conference" has different
in different institutions; under Karman
short progress
GALCIT. All
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the success of such
breadth of "'''''''''''0<

on the
first of
of the chairman and his
and
to expose
also necessary.
tm'OSj:)helre of the
There

features of
nickand "termite"
.... Karman's
nn",,'QQ and amazement were infectious
for
it turned
out that the
of some
fluid-flow problem could be
mathematical form: " ... a la Whittaker-Watson!",
Klein was
as often
he could solve someone's
of instrumentation or
use of off-the-shelf items from local hardware
stores or
in many universities was
What would have been called a
the
Aeronautics Seminar. For many years, it was
and
scheduled
Clark Millikan.
the talk was sometimes given
a visitor
we recall that Caltech
were more
speakers. The GALCIT
attended all seminars
the front-row seats, and
seemed never to miss a word. LiJI!',lJll"'"' from the aircraft factories were
plp<T'H1t

year some of the world's
solid- and
attracted by the
of working with
for more-or-Iess extended stays.
of talent for the Aeronautical Seminar and

Leslie
K. D.
Howarth's

to GALCIT
extra -curricular

came in the
of Karman's
The statistical theories of
Karman told us, "I will
and Karman were new and
and a result was their
get Leslie to teach me tensor
famous
paper of 1938. The next year, Howarth's
mentor,
succeeded him at
finished
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Biot's stay at GALCn was, of
tensors. The result of
course, the remarkable textbook }1;1 athematical Methods in
Sometimes it was not the famous themselves who made the
to Pasadena but their proteges: Richard von Mises wrote
from Istanbul to recommend a
~"_jJ~UU'''H, who came to GALCn in
the Director of GALCn.
As we reminisce about those
we recall how easy it
was for Karman to arrange the financial
of such VISItS. On
several occasions we heard Clark Millikan tell him that someone was
available to
a year at GALCn. The
he would contribute to the program. If that
the
of
the

with what we are used to in
the
and involved
as
an occasion
Director came to
who was then Assistant
"What will you do this summer?" His answer was that he
to continue his research at GALCIT
the summer. That was
to
and W.R.S.'s

One
situation seems to be
10-foot
wind tunnel
income that was
available to the Director
of GALCn for such
activities as we have mentioned here:
and
The tunnel

went into a fund for Aeronautics
this fund covered was broad
the definition of
some
etc.
Karman's travels often took him away from GALCn for weeks
a11"",,,aH"',",, took more time in those
to conclusions that were

a
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his absence. That
"Letters" page soon carried
messages from readers who
out that Karman had reached and
UVJ""",-," the same conclusions years before. "Doesn't anyone at GALCIT
remember von Karman?" asked one writer.
All of the GALCIT
several
work in the Southern California aircraft
GALCIT's research programs benefitted
tact with the world of aeronautics and research. We were
and
and the latest discoveries
Our studies of UU"l'-UU
".0."0,"'1-"''', were
and been informed of radical conclusions about
conclusions
elcmrnents in transonic and
wind LU'H"~'0,
"".,_. _~, and other matters. The first Research Conference
of the Institute of the Aeronautical
on what
Sciences
New York was devoted to a
the
had heard there
of Howarth and
involved in the new field of statistical
as mentioned
turbulence
found. He also made his very successattack on the
of turbulent skin-friction and heat transfer;
on the first page of the first issue
of
the Aeronautical Sciences. He gave new treatments
and
tions in
flow
mate treatment of subsonic flow. Toward the end of the
we are
discovered the similitude laws of transonic flow and
that still
atten-
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GALCIT's close relations with
from the 1970s. The
structures. Its
advice

vH,."".",,,,,
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was
new
new kinds of aeronautical
Karman and GALCIT for
all of GALCITs

contributions

career at
his interest in viscous flows. With Karman he constructed a
a
laminar
Millikan and Klein devoted
aW_He,,,,, studies of maximum
much attention to theoretical and
and with artificial
with both laminar and turbulent
stream turbulence introduced into the 1O-foot tunnel airstream. In a
remarkable 1938 paper, Millikan showed that
all the results
of years of theoretical
of turbulent shear flows can be rehe also wrote
on
airfoil
of
and wind-tunnel
effects.
Stewart was also concerned with
of wind-tunnel intertheories of thin
Caltech had a
program
Krick's direction. This was
deal of
in GALCIT
and to Stewart's
; he
a number
of mathematical papers
"'''-,'val'' features of the earth's
[JaJL

!.!HI',

we can see that our
statistical theories of turbulence could
We were also naive about the
transonic, flow is now seen to have
has endured an interim
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was involved in a considerable amount of fluid-mechanics research.
Besides

seems
III
fillets are still called "karmans."
he insisted that theoretical studies be carried out in contact v.;ith and
observations. Theoretical conciusions had
mental
constants needed in theoretical
had to be
In this sense,
research
rather
an
K{trman had uncanny
new
mathematical models
agreement with
theories and
disciosed new
pV''\PY',tYi

research
told us that he believes Albert
same about theoretical research.
we are
here about fluid H'~.v"<HL"-,J, it must be mentioned that GALeIT's contribution to the field of solid
under
the introduction
was of the same
stressed-skin structures in aircraft were attacked both
and their students. He
tions to the theories of nonlinear
We have mentioned the
as one
its
characteristics. There was not
of dress: it also characterized the
between students and
and among the
tardiness was
least
Karman often gave

examinations

oral form before
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audience that included most of the
attracted principally
the
of the questions posed. This caused
stage
among
new students
as
who did not
the objectivity
and friendliness of the group.
Karman's manner of giving course
was
any case; we recall that the
for a course
Sechler were first calculated
one
His consistent principles of objectivity and
he
to us, did not include fear lest a weak
"get by." Even so, his mother insisted he was too hard on
his students.
in those days, offered
mathematics and physics. Besides
vU'U'~'H5'H5 courses
Ward. GALCIT's students were
to take
GALCIT's
well in them. We
remember an occasion when William
and W.R.S. were struggling
with one of Ward's difficult homework
that a certain infinite
existed.
into the office and
as
"What are you
fJ""C""'"'''', he
to prove the existence in a
any of the
theorems of Ward's course. He
'-'~fnW'H"'U, "I have to use these
never studied
this kind of mathematics
the "'}"valU
Mr.
the class.
Caltech's
" since
of the
Water District was carried out there. It was directed
An
Professors Robert T.
and Robert L.
fluid-mechanical contribution of their
VV"ll-'""aHJl1vl water flow. The
collaboration; it was a case of the
used in reverse. One of the
basins for Southern California's
smaller and more effective than had
been used.
Another endeavor that involved rather far-out fluid mechanics was
Rocket Research
This was started in the late 1930s
1.
and other rocket enthusiasts. At first was
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VU'H~UH"'; later it
and was moved to the
it grew into Caltech's famous
the same personnel, with
Karman and Clark
founded the

housed in the

for missiles and space vehicles.
Karman
a vital
in all of this rocket
and Tsien were his students
after
assistants. From the UV,/SliUHU/S
he was convinced of the
funds and space for their
take-off to the Air Force and
vUISH"""

rlP'ITPI"",rn

his

contributed
influence upon it.
were never
at least in
any formal sense. Wheu a consensus was
Millikan or Sechler
rounded up the
and in one of our offices the
was
"""l.d1l'vU. We recall that at least once Karman
the group; it was
for a certain Ph.D. candidate. Our vote
was
certain
Karman overruled us with a
: "} see you are
the Director and vote the other way. So he does not need to take the
courses!" No one was disturbed; we
our benevolent dictator.
and the
of Karman's GALCIT have been
carried over into many sister
because so many of
have themselves become influential
of that remarkable Director and
the world
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